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Super Bowl Super Crash?; The 2008 financial crash proved that there are
massive dangers from too few rules.

Super Bowl Super Crash?
 
As 100 million people or so will see when they watch the Super Bowl this weekend, a
level playing field, fair rules and honest refs are key to successful activities.  Without
them, no one would play or watch professional sports.  For example, no one would play
the Super Bowl on this field:

 

Without lines and boundaries, no one would know which direction to run, where a first
down was, if a player was in or out of bounds or even if anyone had scored.  It would be
mayhem and chaos.  Players would be crashing into each other and there would be lots
of injuries on the field.  Plus, no spectators would watch the foolishness.  That's why this
is what we'll see on Sunday:

  

Now the rules are clear, the field is level and everyone -- players and spectators alike --
will know what is happening.  Following the rules will make injuries less likely and make
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the game enjoyable to watch.  Notice there's still lots of variation allowed within these
rules: players can be 150 pounds or 300 pounds; they can run, pass or kick.  In fact,
there's an almost infinite variety of what they can do within the broad but clear rules
establishing the baseline and level playing field. 
 
But, as everyone knows, even with all of that, no one would likely play the game or
watch it unless someone independent and knowledgeable enforced the rules fairly and
equally.  That's why these guys will be there also:

 

The same is true for our financial markets.  While allowing lots of variety, there must be
clear rules that are followed and enforced:

  +   =

 
We know what happens when rules protecting Main Street from Wall Street are
repealed or not enforced and you take the cops off the Wall Street: the markets crash,



as they did in 2008, which almost caused a second Great Depression.   
 
That happened just a little over eight years ago and many Americans are still suffering
from the aftershocks, but too many people are already talking about getting rid of the
rules put in place after that crash to protect the American people from another
devastation.  

The 2008 financial crash
proved that there are massive
dangers from too few rules. 
 Amid the flurry of news and
events coming out of the new
Trump White House this week
was an executive order requiring
that for each new rule or
regulation enacted, two must be
eliminated.  While this executive
order probably doesn't apply to
the independent financial
regulators, it is nonetheless
important to remember that rules

are not per se good or bad.  Most rules are for the health, safety, protection and well-
being of America's families, children, workers and businesses.  Therefore, we want as
few rules as possible, but we also want all the rules we need. 
 
For example, we need rules that prevent kids from getting brain damage from lead in
their water or dying from unsafe toys.  We want clear air and water generally.  We also
want rules that prevent unsafe, ineffective or untested drugs from getting on the market
and we want cars to have air bags and other safety devices that save lives.  We want
rules requiring roads and bridges to be built properly and for buildings to have fire
protection systems.  We want doctors and nurses as well as hospitals and nursing
homes to be properly regulated.  We want electricians licensed and their work
inspected.  These all require rules and regulations and they all have a cost, but they all
also provide many benefits. 
 
The same is true for finance and Wall Street, as proven by the 2008 crash:  we need
rules that protect American's savings, homes and jobs from high risk, reckless and
illegal actions in finance.  We need rules that limit the biggest banks, which are backed
by US taxpayers, from high risk activities that could crash the financial system again
and require bailouts.  It's not a coincidence that the 2008 crash happened after years of
de-regulation.  It was too few rules, not too many, that helped cause the 2008 crash,
which is going to cost the US more than $20 trillion.  That crash put tens of millions of
Americans out of work, resulted in more than 16 million foreclosure filings and caused
more than one-third of all homes in the US to be underwater.  The human and financial
damage was deep and felt coast to coast.
 
That's why the Dodd Frank financial reform law was passed in 2010.  It basically re-
regulated Wall Street, requiring that sensible, modest rules be put back in place to
prevent another financial crash and economic catastrophe.  The industry has fought
most of the rules because they limit what many in the industry can do and limit their
profits and bonuses.  They want to maximize profits, but the law wants to protect
American's well-being.
 
The executive order requiring that two rules be eliminated for every one new rule is a
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mindless meat cleaver approach that falsely assumes all rules are equal and equally
bad. The premise is that we have get rid of 50% of the rules we have today (the 2 for 1
approach).  Should that be the rule requiring background checks for teacher's aides that
prevent sexual offenders from getting into the classroom?  Should that be the rule
requiring fire alarm testing at nursing homes?  Should we repeal the many rules that
require our trains and big trucks to be safe? 
 
None of that means all rules and regulations are good or that there aren't some that are
unnecessary or outdated.  Of course there are, but any review should be to thoughtfully
analyze rules to determine those we need and those we don't.  The executive order's
arbitrary attack on all rules does the opposite and substitutes action for intelligence. 
 
There were few rules in 2005 regarding Wall Street gambling and systemic risk, which
resulted in the 2008 crash.  Do we really want to go back to that? 
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